First of all, I offer my thanks to the reason of all reasons, the might that governs innumerable universes and yet is humble and loving enough to serve to his devotees. My obeisances to the one who is the reason, the logic, the performer, the corrector, the lover and causelessly gracious and merciful Almighty in all his forms for choosing me for this task and helping me complete it with his abundant grace and energy.

My countless obeisances to my Guruji Swami Shri Shankarsharnacharyaji for taking me to God and for guiding me to introspect and understand life beyond material gains and as a gift of God.

Every person we interact with leaves an impression on our mind and thus becomes an integral part of our persona. And no person can have memory sharp enough to count all those contributions. I, being no exception, first seek apologies, if I miss out anyone. All those who have expressed their help and all those who have preferred playing the background melodies in my life deserve an equal vote of thanks.

First and foremost, I would like to offer my respect and express my thanks to my parents, because of whom I exist today. Their contributions cannot be enumerated. My Pappa, who at present is in the lap of Almighty, would have been the most proud seeing me accomplishing this task. My mummy has always been the foundation of our family. She has made us believe that world is good and fair and the wrong that exists is an exception. From her have I learnt to endure the toughest task without showing it on the face. My parents have been a driving force for me to take up any challenge in life as they have lived through difficult times without letting anyone know. I have hardly heard negative comments from them. And at the same time, they also ensured that truth in all forms prevailed. I wish I can keep the legacy on.

I am a blessed soul to have a family which is always keen to help each other out. My siblings have made me a complete spoilt by their love, care and respect. Pragnyan, an ardent follower of the Supreme Lord, who, whenever I experienced failure was there to let me know the futility of relative feelings and on achievements, never allowed me to forget to thank God for all his energy and grace that inspired me to do so. My elder sister Hrima is my foster mother. No amount of
words can help me express the height of gratitude that I have for her as she has given my life a meaning. Her love, care and advises have helped me think beyond personal gains and have made a human being out of a living being. Under her shelter I took up all my hobbies and could be faithful to my work. I know she has forgone many things so that we can move on.

My eldest sister Dhatri, her husband Rageshbhai, and my nephews Jay and Krishna have been all e-ears and to my problems providing e-help and e-love as they are physically placed far off. My eldest brother Anand, his wife Paulomi and nephew Deep and niece Sanjana have been equal stress busters for me. Anand and Rageshthai helped me realize that there are always practical difficulties when there are more people involved in a set up. They were ready with solutions for me in my difficult situations- through case studies from Reliance and Qafco! Paulomi and Dhatri livened up my life through their incessant love for dressing and shopping. We have shared a lot of information on non scientific aspects of life, which has given me enough through the years to look at life beyond Science.

I have had supports and pats from the little Gods- my nephews and niece when elders lost the game in boosting me up. They and their innocent wisdom have always inspired me to shrug things off to laugh out aloud. Thanks Krishna, Sanjana, Jay and Deep.

Thank you all for being such a wonderful family!!

Coming to my second family, LCRD, I would first like to thank the eldest of the family and my PhD guide, teacher and advisor in true sense, Fr. (Dr.) Vincent J. Braganza. More than Scientific techniques, this journey has taught me about life and my guide has been a source of inspiration the way he has survived through tough times without giving in. The thesis has grown out of a series of dialogues with him, which most of the times started off with practical difficulties in carrying out an experiment and ended up with discussions and views on ‘LIFE’. He is a person who lives by faith and in response his faith is taken care of. I have learnt a lot from you, Fr. Be it writing a covering letter to scientific discussions to writing reviews to everything, importance of each word used and importance of each statement unspoken yet conveyed is what I have got to learn from him along with Scientific techniques. He might not be present in the lab all the time, but he knows what is the right time to step in and that’s what he does.
I cannot forget to thank Dr. Ghosh, who took care of the administrative part of research and ensured that we could work smoothly without any troubles. Periodically I got to hear from him how I should go about completing my work so that I can attend to my other social obligations. Those words were important for me to push me further and faster at that stage. I cannot forget the readiness with which he arranged for the fluorescence microscopy work for me at the National Institute of Occupational Health. Thank you, Sir.

I am equally thankful to Fr. Francis Parmar, former Principal, St. Xavier's College for providing me the institutional support during his tenure and would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude for him. I have learnt a lot from him, though I have never attended his classes.

The acknowledgement cannot be complete without a special mention of my friends and colleagues turned friends. My heartfelt thanks to Shweta, Dipalben, Maulika ma'am, Neena ma'am, Glory, Shruti and Hita for helping me out in life in different ways. Without them, I wouldn't have survived these years at LCRD. Immediate shoulders, ears and warmth that were sought for when I felt I couldn't have waited for evenings to reach home. Neena ma'am and Maulika ma'am got research into me by motivating me to attend conferences and publishing papers. With them, other friends like Shweta, Dipalben, Glory, Shruti and Hita kept me going by encouraging me, scolding me, explaining me the reasons for not quitting, listening to my frustrations (I wonder whether they made any sense!) and other futile talks untiringly, for which they need a bigger round of applause. They filled my life with warmth, affection and fun. I also cannot forget to mention Jalees and Parit who were there along with other friends in wishing the best for me. Thanks so much for being an integral part of my life.

Friends like Mahima, Anirvan, Vedika, Richa and a lot of school friends who tolerated my asocial behaviour and still loved me. Helps were sought for when emotions were turbulent and they always made sure that I stayed there- stayed afloat. Thanks a ton. A word of thanks to Ruchir, who came in for a short while in 2004 and motivated me to take up doctoral studies and continued helping me out for quite sometime through emails till I had a foothold.

I met some very nice people with whom I bonded well and shared a lot of good vibes that eased my work pressures. Dr. Kirti D'Souza, Ms. Dipti Masher Trivedi, Ms. Marina Fernandes Pinho, Mrs. Urvi Joshipura, Mrs. Urmi Joshi, Dr. Kavita, Hardik, Sejal, Smrithi, Parul and Meghna are
some people that I wish to thank. They were eager to put two hands together to celebrate life with me. Ami ma’am and Pinky ma’am who I have got acquainted in the past two years or so only, also stayed by and expressed a lot of warmth. They also haven’t been spared from my sorry sagas! A special thanks to Rushi for the interest that he showed in helping me out. We have always shared a strong bond and have enjoyed talking.

Any institute is run by an efficient administration. I found a bunch of great acquaintances in the administrative staff. I would like to thank Anilbhai, Justinbhai, Edwinbhai, Prakashbhai, Hiteshbhai, Babubhai, Maniabhai, Ramesh- Manjulaben and Suraj. Though there were days when we hardly interacted, the day they would see me in pain, all of them would gear up to ensure that I smiled. Through the conversations ranging from religions to office dynamics to politics to everything, they definitely ensured every time that I smiled. Thank you all.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the whole staff of Biochemistry- Sunilbhai, Bipinbhai and Anilbhai for being great companies during practical sessions. Shah Sir and Narula Ma’am for their inputs. Saby sir for all the help that he offered in RAPD experiment despite of his busy schedules. Thacker sir, from whom I learnt many things. We share spiritual interests, though I have disappointed him many a times due to severe work pressures. I also learnt perseverance, dedication and goal realization from these teachers- a rare set of qualities seen in teachers these days.

I would also like to thank Parimal Sir who took interest in my work and shared all possible information that he had.

A lot of work was made possible because in the scientific fraternity there are people who think beyond personal gains. And when such people are in the influential positions they can significantly contribute to the society. Lt. Dr. Rajani, Head, Pharmacology and Pharmacognosy Dept., PERD was one such person, who never hesitated to help me despite the fact that I was not from her department. Instead, in her difficult days too, she kept in touch through emails and managed to get my experiments done. I remember once she had called me to her home to discuss my work with her, though she was physically unfit. Her selfless efforts gave me an initial mileage and inspired me to work on phytochemical analyses. I thank her soul from the bottom of my heart for all the help offered by her.
I would also like to thanks Dr. Selvaraj for helping us out with the DNA Barcoding work, Dr. Sunil Kumar and Dr. Anil Gautam for offering us the lab facilities for fluorescence microscopy work and Dr. Parimal Paul and Mr. Harshad Brahmbhatt for carrying out GC-MS and NMR studies for us.

Family and friends who ensured that fresh plant material was made available when the hopes were bleak and the helps were refused. I would like to thank Dr. Dhaval Vora and Mr. Rasik Dave, who helped me out and got me whatever plant material they could, which kept my experiments going.

Interacting with students has always been a delightful learning experience. Over the years I have learnt more from them than they would have from me! Some of them really made me feel good about life and have still kept in touch inquiring about my PhD status and worrying about my personal turmoils. Shriya, Arvind, Sakshi and Mehrab to mention a few who grew to become friends after completing their courses. Thanks. A special thank to Arvind for getting me all the paid research papers for free in no time.

I also cannot forget the past and the present canteen staff who in all odd hours provided me with the mind booster called tea. Thank you for brewing such a wonderful tea which kept me awake when the situations were drab.

A final word of thanks to my plants that survived, grew and allowed me to utilize them for my experimental work to come up with some good research output.

Thank you all for making this a reality.

Thanks you.